
10 Transformational 
Weight Loss Stories
You Wont Believe 



Lisa lost 7 stone 
with a gastric band*
Lisa had tried every diet out there, weight 
watchers, slimming world, protein shakes, you 
name it, she’d tried it - dozens of times. Despite 
some short term losses, her weight continued 
to balloon, and each time she would put a little 
more weight on than the last time.  

With the threat of health problems looming and 
the lives of her and her family suffering, Lisa 
decided enough was enough, within a few weeks 
she had decided on her surgeon, had booked a 
consultation and agreed 
a date for surgery.

On the day of her gastric 
band surgery in 2016 she 
weighed over 18 stone, 
now 3 years later she 
has lost an amazing 7 
stone and has changed 
her life forever.

Procedure:

Starting Weight:

Current Weight:

Weight Lost:

Trigger for 
weight loss:

Gastric Band

17st 11lbs

10st 11lbs

7st 0lbs

To feel better 
about herself

“I have better health (physical and mental),
I have more confidence, I look A-mazing!,
I’m now able to do more for others and I 
can buy off the rack...from “normal” shops.” 

*Weight loss surgery results and benefits differ for each individual. Results cannot be guaranteed
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Check your eligibility

https://www.healthierweight.co.uk/bmi-calculator/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=transformations&utm_campaign=lisa_case_study


David lost over 3 stone 
with a gastric band*

Victoria lost 10 st 11lb  with 
a gastric band*

Like a lot of people, David spent thousands of pounds on 
various weight loss plans, including milkshakes, protein bars 
and subscriptions to clubs. However, despite any short-term 
success he would achieve he always put the weight back 
on - sometimes more than he had lost. 

With his physical health getting worse by the day, David was 
on the verge of becoming a diabetic and 
his mental health was starting to suffer too.

One morning it hit him hard, David decided to 
make a change and called in to the Healthier 
Weight care team. After a consultation and 
making sure he was doing the right thing he 
had his gastric band fitted in February 2018, 
and since his operation he has lost over 3 
stone and is well on his way to achieving 

Victoria, 25, a funeral director from Ruislip decided that 
her ‘on/off/on’ dieting had to stop. She decided weight 
loss surgery was the only opportunity left for her to lose 
the weight she wanted to. With her gastric 
band in place Victoria has successfully lost 
a staggering 10 and a half stone and is now 
at her target weight of 12 stone. 

“I have my confidence back now*. Being a 
funeral director, I’m very much in the public 
eye which used to be a concern,” - Victoria

*Weight loss surgery results and benefits differ for each individual. Results cannot be guaranteed
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Georgina lost 6 
stone with a 
gastric bypass*
When Georgina was overweight, and as she 
says herself, she didn’t really have a life, all 
she did was eat, sleep and work and eat again. 
However Georgina had other, more serious 
issues. She suffered with Idiopathic Intracranial 
Hypertension (IIH) and when she was told she 
would lose her sight if she didn’t lose weight, 
she was forced into action.

Thanks to her surgery 
her health problems are 
now in remission and 
she can start to see a 
brighter future for herself 
and family. Before her 
surgery she weighed 
16st 10lbs and now 1 year 
later she has lost nearly 
6 stone!

Procedure:

Starting Weight:

Current Weight:

Weight Lost:

Trigger for 
weight loss:

Gastric Bypass

16st 10lbs

9st 5lbs

5st 5lbs

IIH and poor  
eyesight

“I can go into any high street shop, get 
really flattering clothes, whereas before 
they just didn’t do my size. For me I love 
the fact I can just do that, as I never could 
before ” - Georgina

*Weight loss surgery results and benefits differ for each individual. Results cannot be guaranteed
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Check your eligibility

https://www.healthierweight.co.uk/bmi-calculator/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=transformations&utm_campaign=georgina_case_study


Julie lost over 5 st 4lb 
with a gastric sleeve*

Chris lost 10st 11lb  with a 
gastric sleeve*

Julie struggled with her weight for years, to the point where 
a couple of years ago it was seriously affecting her mental 
and physical wellbeing - she felt low all the time and had less 
and less energy and desire to do anything beyond making 
her next meal. Food was her friend and enemy at the same 
time, and this meant that life was becoming more and more 
difficult by the day. Her confidence was also suffering and 
she just felt uncomfortable doing everyday tasks. 

Weighing over 18 stone she made the life-
changing decision to have a gastric sleeve 
and had her procedure in the middle of 2018.

She was shocked by how quickly and 
dramatically things were changing, she could 
finally enjoy her life. Since her procedure 
in 2018, she has lost an amazing 5 stone, 

Chris’ unbelievable story began several years ago, when 
he weighed 22 and a half stone! Having struggled since 
childhood Chris had put so much weight 
on he struggled to get up the stairs, let 
alone out of the house. Remarkably Chris 
decided he was going to run the London 
Marathon, and so began his story.

Since his procedure Chris has lost 12 stone 
and in 2018 he ran the London Marathon 
, finishing in less than 6 hours.

*Weight loss surgery results and benefits differ for each individual. Results cannot be guaranteed
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Wendy lost over 4 
stone with a 
gastric bypass*

Wendy was tired of being overweight, everything 
was difficult, from day to day tasks to travelling 
on an aeroplane. It affected her every day. 

With a young daughter to think about Wendy 
decided now was the time to become a better 
role model. 

Before her gastric 
bypass surgery in 2017 
Wendy weighed over 18 
stone, now 2 years later 
she has lost an 
astonishing 5 stone - her 
BMI is now the lowest it 
has been in 25 years.

Procedure:

Starting Weight:

Current Weight:

Weight Lost:

Trigger for 
weight loss:

Gastric Bypass

17st 0lbs

9st 5lbs

4st 6lbs

To set an 
example for 
her children

“At the consultation, my surgeon gave me 
all the advice I needed. He felt like a real 
person opposed to some consultants, who 
can be intimidating, he was very friendly, 
never intimidating” - Wendy

*Weight loss surgery results and benefits differ for each individual. Results cannot be guaranteed
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Check your eligibility

https://www.healthierweight.co.uk/bmi-calculator/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=transformations&utm_campaign=wendy_case_study


Amy lost 8st with a 
gastric band*

Angela lost 16 stone 
with a gastric bypass*

After spending a lifetime battling an addiction with 
food Amy had let her weight run away with her. After 
suffering from an inflamed liver and a host of other health 
conditions, she had mentally, finally hit rock bottom. 
 
After talking it through with her partner, who was equally 
concerned with her escalating health issues. Amy decided 
to contact Healthier Weight and sort out 
her health and weight once and for all. 
 
At her heaviest weight, Amy weighed over 
20 stone and was a size 26-28, now 2 years 
after her gastric band procedure she has 
lost over 8 stone and is now a size 12 - she 
is finally able to start living her life!

Angela had a gastric sleeve with Healthier Weight in 2014. 
Since her procedure she has maintained a superb weight 
loss of over 16 st.

“I was always quite active anyway but 
definitely 
energy-wise, my energy has definitely gone 
up. I can walk quicker than my husband 
now which I find quite funny. My stamina 
has got better, I can do a lot more for a 
lot longer, so a lot of changes” - Angela

*Weight loss surgery results and benefits differ for each individual. Results cannot be guaranteed
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Hali lost 11 stone
with a gastric sleeve*

After spending a lifetime battling an addiction 
with food Amy had let her weight run away 
with her. After suffering from an inflamed 
liver and a host of other health conditions, 
she had mentally, finally hit rock bottom. 
 
After talking it through with her partner, who was 
equally concerned with her escalating health 
issues. Amy decided to contact Healthier Weight 
and sort out her health and weight once and for all. 
 
At her heaviest weight, 
Amy weighed over 20 
stone and was a size 
26-28, now 2 years 
after her gastric band 
procedure she has lost 
over 8 stone and is now 
a size 12 - she is finally 
able to start living her 
life!

Procedure:

Starting Weight:

Current Weight:

Weight Lost:

Trigger for 
weight loss:

Gastric Sleeve

20st 5lbs

9st 5lbs

11st 0lbs

Health
Issues

“It’s such a big thing having surgery and 
knowing that you could just pick up the 
phone and talk to a nurse if you have any 
questions is a great peace of mind”
- Hali

*Weight loss surgery results and benefits differ for each individual. Results cannot be guaranteed
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Check your eligibility

https://www.healthierweight.co.uk/bmi-calculator/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=transformations&utm_campaign=hali_case_study


Choosing to have a life changing weight loss procedure is an important decision and we are 
proud to have changed the lives of many.

After their procedure, people see improvements in their physical health but also experience 
benefits they weren’t expecting - such as improved inner confidence and even greater happiness 
in their personal lives.

10 Transformational Weight Loss Stories You Won’t Believe healthierweight.co.uk

Clinics Located across the UK, in:

London
Birmingham
Cardiff
Gatwick
Glasgow
Leeds
Maidstone
Manchester

Newcastle
Nottingham
Shrewsbury
Southampton
Wolverhampton
Belfast
Thames Valley

Contact Us
 0800 313 4618

 webenquiry@healthierweight.co.uk

Alternativly come and see one of our world 
class surgeons by booking your FREE 
consultation. Book now and one of our 
dedicated patient care team will be in touch.

Check your eligibility

https://www.healthierweight.co.uk/bmi-calculator/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=transformations&utm_campaign=last_cta



